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SYNTHESIS OF MULTI-RATE ARRAYS FROM DIRECTIONAL
UNIFORM RECURRENCE EQUATIONS

CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

The rapid advances in VLSI (Very Large Scale Integration)
technology have made a major breakthrough in parallel computer
architectures. Only with the innovations of these architectures may
Digital Signal Processing (DSP) applications become imaginable since
these applications require very high processing speed for real-time
response. This chapter gives a brief survey on the related work in
this field, the objective and an outline of this thesis.

Ll Related Work

The parallel architecture for DSP applications has some distinct
characteristics. Because of the real time processing speed of DSP
applications, the architecture are generally application-oriented and
have less complex hardware structure. Its Processing Elements (PEs)
must be as modular and as regular as possible in order to meet the
requirement of low cost and fast turn-around design for the large
varieties of the applications. For an VLSI array processor design for
DSP application, an application is first specified and formulated into a
certain form of algorithm. Such an algorithm is then analyzed and
mapped onto array structures according to some systematic mapping
procedure. The obtained array structure is further realized using
hardware and implemented onto the final chip. The general design
procedure is depicted in Fig 1.
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The focus of this thesis is on the step of mapping algorithm onto
arrays, which involves two aspects, a good algorithm form and a good

array architecture. On the architecture aspect, among many new
array processor architectures for signal processing, systolic arrays
have played a significant role since they are modular, regular and
have local inter-processor connections. The processing is generally
pipelined and in synchronized multiprocessing fashion. According to
H.T. Kung, "A systolic system is a network of processors that
rhythmically compute and pass data through the system."[1] Such
property enables the designer to reduce the circuit complexity and

eliminate the need of system management in each PE. Fig 2 depicts a
typical systolic array structure.

However, in ordinary systolic arrays, all processing operations
and data transmissions use the same time clock, which degenerates the
speed performance when different processing operations takes different

time to execute. For example, multiplication generally takes far

longer time to execute than addition operation, but they are all

finished in one global time unit, which makes the addition circuit

stays in idle state most of the time. On the algorithm aspect, the

requirement of low design cost and fast turn-around has inspired

many efforts on giving an easy-to construct specification, unified

initial algorithm and a systematic method to map algorithms onto
arrays.

Earlier work on the synthesis method was based on using the
Uniform Recurrence Equations (URE) as the initial algorithmic

specification for the application problems and as the starting point for

systematic methodology of mapping algorithm onto arrays. The

advantage to use URE as the algorithm description is that URE can be
easily mapped onto arrays with modular structure and regular and
local interconnections. However, not all DSP application can be
specified by URE. Examples are Toeplitz matrix decomposition,
decimation filters. Even if a problem can be specified by URE, it is not
good as the initial specifications [6], because using URE as the initial
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specification would involve too much intelligence, thus a systematic
procedure cannot be achieved. Examples are LU decomposition,
longest common sub-string etc [6]. Later work done by Rajopadhy,
Yaacoby [6:40] was to use Affine Recurrence Equations (ARE) as the
initial specifications. In ARE, data dependencies are of the form:

p ----> 8(p); where 8(p) = Dp+d

The ideas behind their work were similar: use ARE as initial
specifications, try to convert it to an URE as the intermediate form, and
once an intermediate URE is obtained, it can be mapped onto systolic
array or other arrays accordingly. However, systematic synthesis from
ARE are still far from being complete. Rajopadhy's work requires that
the linear part D of the affine dependency be singular. Yaacoby's work
requires that D and all combinations of these D be roots of I, i.e.,
D =DD...D.I, which is a very restrictive requirement.

12 Objectives

The objective in this thesis is to introduce a new type of array
processor architecture, Multi-Rate Arrays (MRA), which overcomes the
drawbacks and enlarges the application scope of systolic arrays. First,
MRA enhance the processing speed by assigning different clocks to
different processing operations. Second, on the algorithm aspect, it has
been found that a more general class of ARE where D-I is singular has
the property that they have uniform dependency in some directions and
multi-rated dependency in other directions. We call this class of ARE as
Directional Uniform Recurrence Equation (DURE).

It has also been found that DURE can be allocated to processor
space in such a way that regular inter-processor connections can be

maintained. Furthermore, the scheduling function for each variable
is can be in multi rate fashion and thus can be mapped onto MRAs. The
importance of these results is that a more general class of AREs can be
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mapped onto MRAs suitable for VLSI implementation, just like all

URE can be mapped onto systolic arrays. Note the major difference
between MRA and systolic arrays is that MRA requires multiple
clocks, which does not add any difficulty because low rate clocks can be
easily obtained from high rate clocks.

1.3 Overview of the dissertatio

This thesis is organized as follows. First, chapter 2 introduces the
concept of MRAs and their siblings, Bounded Broadcast Arrays
(BBAs). It also compares the speed performance and gives a criterion
in choosing different architecture. Chapter 3 gives the
characterizations and formalizes the synthesis method for DURE.

Chapter 4 applies the so formalized procedure to the two well known
problem, decimation filter and Toeplitz matrix decomposition, as two
illustration examples.
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Chapter 2

MULTI- RATE/BOUNDED BROADCAST ARRAY STRUCTURES

This chapter introduces the concepts of Multi-Rate Arrays (MRA)
and Bounded Broadcast Arrays (BBA) and illustrates their speed
performance enhancement over conventional array structures. It also
provides a criterion in choosing among different array structure for a
given algorithm.

The whole chapter is organized as follows. Section 2.1 introduces
the concepts of MRA and BBA structure. Section 2.2 demonstrates the
MRA/BBA design for convolution and compare the speed performance
with conventional array structure by example of convolution. Section 2.3
discuss the criterion in choosing different array structures.

2.1 Concepts of MRA and BM

Among all VLSI array structures, systolic arrays have played an
important role because they have regular, local interconnections with
modular structure. In conventional systolic arrays, however, all

processing operations and data transmissions use the same time clock,
which degenerates the speed performance.

For example, multiplication generally takes far longer time to
execute than addition operation, but if they are all allocated the same
amount of time, the addition circuit will stay idle most of the time.

Such a problem also exists between the main processing operation
and data transmissions. Data transmissions usually are much faster
than the main operations and always exists in array processors.

The latter problem can be avoided by permitting broadcast, which
transmits data to all Processor Elements (PEs) simultaneously. However,
in VLSI design, broadcast is not preferable because it takes too much
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chip area. Moreover, it does not solve the former problem. We call
arrays permitting broadcast as broadcast arrays. Such a dilemma can
be solved by two approaches.

(1) Assigning different clocks to different processing
operations. (Data transmission can be treated as special operation).

(2) Broadcast data to PEs only within limited distance.

The former approach leads to the Multi-Rate Arrays (MRA) as

shown in Fig 3(a). The latter leads to Bounded Broadcast Arrays (BBA)
as shown in Fig 3(b).

>aA Aa
clock 01

b B B

clock 02

(a) MRA structure.

propagating variable

(b) BBA structure.

Fig 3. MRA and BBA structure.



It should be pointed out that BBA can be applied only to the data
transmission, while MRA is not restricted so. In this sense, MRA is
superior to BBA. In the following discussion about the design of MRA
and BBA, the concentration is put on MRA. The results can be similarly
applied to BBA with a few modifications.

It is known that in broadcast array, it is necessary and
sufficient for the scheduling vector s and projection vector 1 to satisfy,

(1) sTe > 0, for any e; (causality condition) (2.1)

(2) sT1.1* 0 (conflict-free condition) (2.2)

where e denotes dependency arcs in the Data Dependency Graph (DG).
In systolic arrays, since no broadcast is allowed, the above two
constraints are changed to

(1) sTe 1, for any e; (causality condition) (2.3)

(2) sTg* 0 (conflict-free condition) (2.4)

The vector s for both broadcast arrays and systolic arrays must
have integer components.

In MRA, if we still use processing time of the slowest operation as
the basic time unit, the fast processing operation takes only a fractional
part of the basic unit. The components of the vectors s are not necessarily
be integers. Instead, they can be fractions. Thus, the constraints are
changed to

(1) sTe 1, if e originates from basic operation; (2.5)

(2) sTe if e originates from operations K times faster.
K

(2.6)

(3) sTI.L# 0 (2.7)
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To understand the constraints sTe* 1 , consider e corresponding
K,

to data propagation. Equality sTe=1 means that it takes 1 of the basic
K, K,

time unit to transmit the data between two points in DG, which is
permissible now.

Similar changes can be found for BBA. They are as follows,

(1) sTe ?. 1, if e originates from basic operation (2.8)

(2) sTe 1 , if e corresponds to propagation. (2.9)

(3) sT 11# 0 (2.10)

It should be pointed out, however, the difference between MRA and
BBA still exists. In BBA, all operation must start at an integer
instance in the time space, while in MRA, operations can start at any
fractional instance in time space. Specifically, if p is a point in DG, its
computation starts at

(2.11)

while in BBA, operation starts at

T=ceil[sTp] (2.12)

where ceil denotes the ceiling function.
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2.2 Comparison between erent array structure,

To compare the performance between MRA/1313A and the
conventional array structures, convolution is used as an application
example for illustration.

Generally, a VLSI array design for an application involves the
following procedures.

Stage 1, Problem formulation.
Stage 2, DG design.
Stage 3, Array architecture design.This stage is to obtain

(a) Processor assignment.
(b) scheduling function.
(c) PE cell structure.

Generally, an optimal objective is given, and this stage is

further devided into substeps as follows.

step al obtain the optimality function.
Step 3,2, list the constraints.
Sten 3.3. obtain solution to the optimality problems.

[Example 11 Convolution is defined as follows.

Given: weight sequence W={w1,w2, wk),

input sequence X={xi,x2xn+k_i),
Compute: output sequence Y..-.{yry2yn} defined by

Yi WkXi+k+1
(2.13)

Generally, W is a finite sequence while X might be an infinite
sequence.

2.21 Problem formulation and DG for convolution



An obvious recursive form for array variable y based on

conventional programming technique is

y(i) = y(i) + w(j)x(i+j) (2.14)

In array processor design, it is desired to convert such a form into
a SAC form as,

y(i,j).y(i,j-1)+w(j)x(i+j) (2.15)

The result for y(i) is then stored in y(i,n). Further localizing the
broadcasting variable w and x, we get the following recurrence form,

Y(ii)=y(ij-1)+w(i,j)x(i,j);
w(i,j).w(i-1,j),

x(i,j)=x(i-1-1, j-1);
y(i3O)=0; w(0,) =wi, x(i3O)=xi;

(2.16)

Its correponding DG is shown in Fig 4.
To compare performance between various array structure, we set

speed as the optimal objective. For the DG in Fig 4, assuming
scheduling vector s=[s1,s2], it can be seen that the computation time is

1
T = [s1 ,s21[

k
[si,s2]

1
+1

=s1(n-1)+s2(k-1)+1 (2.17)
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Fig 4. DG for convolution.



2.2.2 Broadcast Array and Systolic Array Solution

BROADCAST ARRAY

Step 3.1. Obtain optimality function. From (2.17),

T=s1(n-1)+s2(k-1)+1 (2.18)

13

Step 3.2 list the constraints. Notice ex, ew corresponds to data
propagation and ey corresponds to computed variable y. We have the

following,

1
sTex=[sps2][1] =s1 l-s2>_0

sTew=[si,s2] [
0] =s1>°

0
sTey=[si,s21 =s21[

sT 1.1.= 0

s1,s2 integer, [s1,s2] *[0,0]

But notice, since the optimality expression does not contain any
term related to 1, the choice of 1 does not affect total computation T. Thus,

one can solve s first without considering 1. Such a 1 can be obtained
afterwards.

Step 3.3 Solve the optimality problem. Combining optimality
function (2.18) and constraints (2.19), the broadcast array design is now
equivalent to the integer programming problem as

Minimize
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T=s1(n-1)+s2(k-1)+1

Under the constraint
sTex=si+s2 ?.. 0

sTew=si 0 (2.20)

sTey=s2 _> 1

s1,s2 integer, [s1,s21 40,0]

Generally, it is assumed the input sequence X is for longer than
the weight sequence W, i.e, n»k. An obvious solution to the above
problem is

s=1s1,52}T=[0,1]T

If we choose 1140,11T, sTg=1>0, the resulted array is shown in Fig
5. The minimum Tmin=s2(k-1)+1=k. i.e, k steps are needed.

V

x; x

Fig 5. Broadcast array for convolution.

SYSTOLIC ARRAY

The systolic array design for convolution can be similarly
converted to the following optimal problem.



Minimize
T=s1(n-1)+s2(k-1)+1

Under the constraint
sTex=si+s2
sTew=si_>1

sTey=s2>1

s1,s2 integer, [s1,s2] *[0,0]

The solution can be obtained as

s=[s1,s2]T=[1,2JT

Tmin=n-1+2(k-1)+1=n+2k-2

(2.21)

15

Choosing 1.1.41,0]T, an array structure as shown in Fig 6.

results.

T T1

1

1\

'Wit

y stream, X stream

Fig 6. Systolic Array for convolution.

2.2.3 MRA/BBA solutions for convolution.

step 3.1 Qptimality function. Still from (2.17),
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T=s11(n-1)+s2(k-1)+1 (2.22)

step 3.2 List constraints. Remember that the constraints for

propagation arcs ex and e, is modified to sTe?.. 1 , they are as follows,
K,

sTe > 1
x 2

sTe =s > 1
w

K,
sTey=s2 >_ 1

sT 0

sl,s2 integer multiples of 1 , [s1,s2 ]* [0,0]
K,

(2.23)

step 3.3 Solve the optimality problem. In the same way, the
solution to the optimality function (2.22) under the constraints (2.23) can
be found to be

For MRA,

For BBA,

s=[s1,s2]T=[ 1 ,1]T
K,

n 1Tnim + lc,

Turin= ceil[sTq] - ceil[sTp] +1

(2.25)

= +k] - ceil[l +1] +1
K K,

= k-1 + ceil[ ] (2.26)
K

(2.24)
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Choosing p.40,1], the resulted MRA and BBA are illustrated in Fig
7(a) and Fig 7(b) correspondingly.

r e am

v,-, ,,,_,:i,,,,,0-,,,.E.,,

i " f f
0 0 0 <x _ ...

Fi--De, co.

(a) MRA for convolution.

w1

(b) BBA for convolution.

Fig 7. MRA/BBA for convolution.

22.4 Performance Comparison.

T

The speed performance of the various array structure is given
below. It is seen that MRA/BBA generally achieves a speed K times as
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fast as the systolic array, where K is the speed ratio between the fastest
processing operation and the slowest operation. Broadcast array is
even faster, but they occupy too much chip area in implementation,
which is not desirable.

It is also seen that when K=1 MRA/BBA reduces to systolic array
and when K approaches to infinity, MRA has the same structure as
broadcast arrays. In this sense, systolic arrays and broadcast arrays are
nothing but subsets of MRA/BBA family.

Table 1. Speed Performance Comparison

Computation Time; Computation Time when n»k
Systolic: T=n+2k-2

MRA: T= nl+k
K

BBA: T=ceil[ ]+k
K

Broadcast: T=k

n
K

n
K
0

2,1Criteriminclimaingthemiaxakuatare.

It is not always more efficient to use broadcast or MRA/BBA than
systolic array. Whether to use MRA/BBA or general systolic array
depends on the design objective. Sometimes, using MRA/BBA or
broadcast array does not necessarily give better performance. In the
following, a criterion is given to determine whether using MRA/BBA or
broadcast would give better performance.



Suppose a DG is given and the set of dependency arcs is

el, e2, , em

19

From previous discussion, we know the set of constraints s must
satisfy is

sTe > b
1

a > b
2 2

or

sTem

elT

AT

>
m

b

b,
b2

.s > (2.28)

en, _bm

where bi=1 or 1 , i=1, , m, depending on whether ei corresponds to
K,

propagating or computed variables. Equation (2.28) defines a convex

cone in the n-space, as shown in Fig 8. In other words, the feasible
values the components of s can assume are within the convex cone.
Suppose the objective is to minimize

g=f(s)=sTb

From the knowledge of integer programming, we know an
objective function defined over a convex figure assumes its optimal value
at one of the vertices. The optimal value can be obtained by moving the
hyperplane sTb=C until it reaches to a vertex. Observing the
neighboring hyperplanes defined by sTe,=bi and their corresponding bi

would tell whether the use of broadcast would improve the objective. We
still use the convolution problem to make this idea clear.



A s 1

Causflity Cone

Fig 8. Causality Convex Cones.

s2

For the DG of convolution in Fig 4, the constraints are

sTe =-s +s2>x --1
K ,

sTe > 1
w 1--K

sTe =s >1y 2-

(2.29)

20

The convex cone defined by these constraints is shown in Fig 9.
The objective function is

T1.(n-1)s1 +(K-1)s2.
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Let (n-1)s1 +(K-1)s2=C and move the line until it reaches the

vertex, which results in the state as shown. Obviously, if K increase,
the objective functions will decrease and will result better performance.
Thus, using MRA/BBA would improve the computation time
performance.

On the contrary, if the objective function is to minimize

pipeline period defined as

a=s

and m is chosen 1.1.41,01T, then

a'sT
11=S1

Letting a =s1 =C and move it to pass [__.1 ,11T we got
K,

a=s1=1
Obviously, the change of K has no any effect on the objective

function a Thus, using broadcast does not improve the performance of
pipelining rate.

s1=1/K

Causility Cone

s2 =1

-sl+s2=1/K

Fig 9. Causality cone for convolution.
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Chapter 3

SYNTHESIS OF DURE ON MRA

In a systematic synthesis, a formal procedure must be give for
automatically mapping a certain form of algorithm onto certain type of
array structure. This chapter is devoted to the systematic synthesis of a
class of ARE in which D-I is singular. It will be shown that this class of
ARE has uniform dependencies along some directions, thus it is
termed as Directional Uniform Recurrence Equations (DURE). It will be
shown that the processor allocation function and scheduling functions
for DURE are well defined and can be well mapped onto MRA.

This chapter is organized as follows. Section 3.1 deals with the
classification of recurrence equations and gives the definition of DURE.
Section 3.2 gives the characterization of DURE. Section 3.3 formalizes the
synthesis procedure.

3.1 Classification of Recurrence Equations

We first introduce the concept of system of recurrence
equations in the following definition.

[Definition 1] System of Recurrence Equations (SRE) is a set of equations
of the form

Yi(P)=f[Y1(811(13)),Y2(821(0),-..,YkAu(P))1

where:
1. p is the index point in n-dimensional Euclidean space.
2. yi is an array whose index set belongs to the lattice Lw.

3. f is a function. [The function form is not relevant.]
4. Sid is a dependence map function
5. Ci is the computation domain of yi.

(3.1)
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Notations about the definition of SRE.

1. When we to want refer to each of the individual equations we
call it as Recurrence Equations (RE); When we refer to the whole set of

equations, we call them as a system of REs or SREs.
2. In equation (3.1) of the definition, variable yi at point p depends

on variable yi at Sij, denoted as:

yi(p) --> yi(8ii(p)). (3.2)

3. Variable yi can have more than one dependency relationship
with yj. In such case, superscripts will be used.

4. Computation domains Ci, Cj,... need not be the same.

[Definition 2] An Affine Recurrence Equation (ARE) is
all the dependency maps are affine, i.e.,

a RE in which

8(p) = Dijp+dii, Dii E Znxn, dijE Zn. (3.3)

Here, el is an integer lattice point in Rn.

If in a SRE, all individual REs are ARE, we call this SRE as System
of ARE (SARE).

[Definition 3] In an ARE, if all dependency maps are reduced to

uniform dependency maps, i.e.,

8ii(p) = p+dii, Dlj E Znxn d EZn. (3.4)

then it is called Uniform Recurrence Equations (URE). If all REs in a
SRE are URE, it is called system of URE (SURE).

[Example 1] Consider the following RE for decimation filter.

y(i,j) = y(i,j-1)+h(i,j)x(2i-j,j); (3.5)
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In this case p=[i,j]T is the index points in z2 and the
dependencies are

5
YY

(p)=Ip+ d =p + [0, -1]T;

Shy(P) = P;

5xy(p) = Dp+d =

This is an ARE, but not URE, since the dependency 8xy is not
uniform, Fig 10 illustrates the DG for this dependency.

Fig 10. DG for decimation filter.

[Example 3] The following is a RE used in Toeplitz matrix factorization.

y(i,j)=y(i- 1,j- 1)+z(i j)y(i-1,i-j).
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Observe only the non-uniform dependency,

This is also an ARE, not an URE. Fig 11 gives its DG.

An advantage of URE is that they can be mapped onto processor
space with regular interconnections. By careful examinations of the DGs

for example 1 and example 2, we found that although the dependencies
are not uniform, they do show uniformity along some directions. In the
DG for example 1, the dependency is uniform along the lines i -j =C. In
the DG for example 2, the uniformity is along the lines of the form

Fig 11. DG for Toeplitz Matrix.
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Such observations brings the motivation for the study of a new
type of REs. A common characteristics of the REs in example 2 and

example 3 is that the D matrix of the affine dependency are such that D-
I is singular. Moreover, in example 1,

D-I =
0

[11,101.
,

Similarly, in example 2, D-I is also singular and

D-I = [o][1,-2].

Indeed, as will be shown later, if D-I is singular and can be written
as gaT, where aTp. is not zero, then the AREs will present uniformity

in some directions. This brings the following definition for this class

of ARE.

[Definition 4] In ARE, if all dependencies Dp+d are such that D-I is
singular and can be written as gaT where aTp. 0, then it is called a
Directional Uniform Recurrence Equation (DURE).

Generally if matrix D-I is singular and has rank 1, then one of

its row vector is not zero, and all other vectors are combinations of

this vectors, i.e.,

=gaT; (3.6)

In the case rank p[D-I]>1, D-I can be written as the sum of series of
the form p.aT and can be dealt similarly. In this thesis, however, only
the case with p[D-I]=1 is considered.
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3.2 Characterizations of DUAL

In this section, it'll be shown that DUREs have some nice

properties. Such properties allows one not only be able to project their
DGs in an appropriate direction such that the resulted array has

regular interconnections, but also be able to find the linear scheduling

functions easily.

First we demonstrate the use of MRA in DURE by an simple
example before we give any formal results.

[Example 3] Consider an ARE with the following dependency

x(p) --> Y[8yx(P)], P'{i,

35Yx(P) 40 1] [.]]+[0]
Matrix D satisfy

D-I = ()]0 0 = [1
0

[2 0];

(3.7)

The dependency arcs from y to x in a DG is shown in Fig 12 where
x(i,j) -> y(3i,j).

In this example,the dependency is not uniform in the j direction
but is uniform in the i direction. This example is a DURE and is
directional along the direction e40 11T. If the DG is projected along the i
axis g=[1,0]T, and the timing function is specified as t(i,j)=i, the

spatial locality among PEs is preserved but the temporal locality is not
preserved (e.g., x(i,j)-> y(3i,j) at time 3t).One solution is to delay the
computation of x(i,j) until t=3i.This corresponds to transform the node
x(i,j) to node [3i,j] which results in enlarging the computation domain
and increasing the latency by a factor of 3.
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For the above DURE, a MRA scheme could be used with spatial
and temporal locality. Still choosing the projection as g=[1,0]T the
following MRA timing function is obtained.

Let tx(i,j) = i be the scheduling function for x and ty the scheduling

function for y satisfying:

ty(3i,j) =i.

Choose

ty(3i,j) =i or ty(ij) =4.

Clearly, the computation of y is 3 times faster than x resulting
in a MRA as shown in Fig 12. Notice since the computations of x
and y are at different speeds the inputs to the two units are entered in
multi-rate also.

[Lemma 1] In the DG of DURE, there exists a set of parallel
hyperplanes such that the dependencies on these hyperplanes are
uniform.
[Proof] For dependency p-->Dp+d, the dependency vector T at any
point p can be written as

T = [Dp +d] -p = [D-I]p+d,

Since it is DURE, D-I can be expressed as gaT, thus

T = ilaTp+d;

From algebra, we know aTp=C defines a hyperplane in n-space
and on this hyperplane

T = gaTp+d =1.1.C+d = constant vector; (3.8)
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0 0 o
0 0 0

/ 2 4

(a) DG for the simple case of DURE.

0/3

0

(b) MRA structure for the simple case of DURE.

Fig 12. Application of MRA to DURE.
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Since we assume p is an arbitrary point, aTp=C is just one
hyperplane from the set of parallel hyperplanes aTp= C1,aTp =C2 The

same result applies to all these hyperplanes. Thus the lemma is proved.

[Q.E.D]

For ease of discussion, in the following we call these parallel
hyperplanes as Uniform Hyper-Planes (UHPs).

We then immediately have the following theorem about the
processor allocation function.

[Theorem 2] For any DURE, there exists a linear processor
allocation with an UHP as the processor space and as the projection
vector.

[Proof] Refer to Fig 13. Consider the dependency vector T at point p
which is on the UHP aTp =C. Denote Ts as the projection of T along g onto
the processor space. The theorem is proved if we can show that T. is
invariant in the entire domain, that is, T. is independent of the index

point p we pick.

First from lemma 1, we can express T as
T = 12C+d (3.9)

Since Ts is the projection of T along g, T can be expressed as

or

T= T. + xp.

xp. =T -T5;

(3.10)

(3.11)

where x is a scalar to be determined.
Since the processor space is parallel to the UHPs, it must be true

ciPrs = (); (3.12)

Multiply both sides of (3.11) by aT, we have



aT(xp.)= x = aTT - allTs
= OPT

=dr( I.1C+d)
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(3.13)

Since in the definition of DURE, it is assumed ocTi-t#0, we can

divide both sides of (3.13) by the scalar aTg. Thus,

aT(p, C+ d)
aTm.

Substitute back to (3.10) and rearrange we get

T5 = T -
ayd

= (pe+d) -(C+0clid

= d
ocTd

(3.14)

(3.15)

Observe the expression for Ts in (3.15), p or C does not appear.
That is, Ts is independent of p. Thus the theorem is proved.

[Q.E.D]

Next we want to show the multi-rated dependency along the norm
directions of UHPs. Such a property enables us to map DUREs onto

MRAs. Before we can show such a result, we first have to find an UHP
as the time reference. This is given in the following lemma.

To give the concrete view of these ideas, the formal proof for all
the following lemma and theorems are placed in appendix A.

[Lemma 3] For DURE, there exists an UHP in its DG such that T is
parallel to this UHP.
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CS

Fig 13. Characteristics of DURE DG.

Since we will frequently refer to this UHP, we assume it is
expressed as

aT
P=Cs (3.16)

and simply call it UHP Cs. In the proof procedure in Appendix A, it is
found the formula for Cs is as

ocTd
Cs=
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[Theorem 4] For any dependency vector form node p on UHP
aTp=Cs+Ci, their end points lie on an UHP defined as

aTp=Cs+rCi ; (3.17)

where r =1 +aTp. is an integer constant.

The proof can be found in appendix A. Here we only interpret the
significance of such a property. We first assume r>1.

For clearance, suppose the dependency is

x(p)-->y(Dp+d)

and we call the UHP aTp=Cs+Ci as Ci and call UHP aTp=Cs+rCi as rCi.
Then (3.17) tells us that any x at Ci depends on some y at rCi. The
causality condition of scheduling function requires the computation of y
at rCi must be done before computation of x at Ci, i.e.,

ty(rCi) < tx(Ci) (3.18)

Since we want to get linear timing functions, tx, ty are assumed

linear, thus
rty(Cd5 tx(Cd (3.19)

or

ty(Cd5 r tx(Ci) (3.20)

Think of the UHPs as computation wave-fronts, (3.20) says, to
travel from base Cs to UHP Ci, it must take the wavefronts of y in no more

than 1r of the time it takes for the wavefronts of x. In other words,

computation of y must be at least r times as fast as that of x. Thus an
MRA similar to example 3 could be adopted. Here, UHP serves as the
timing hyperplanes, r as the computation speed ratio of a pair of
variables having such DURE dependency relations.
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For cases where r<-1, a suitable timing function can not be
obtained from theorem 4 alone. Fortunately, all DURE shows
symmetry in their DGs. Such symmetry property enables one to fold the
computation domain along the symmetrical plane to convert the DURE
into one whose r>1.

Formally, we have the following theorem regarding to the
symmetry of DURE's DG.

[Theorem 51 The DG for DURE is symmetrical around Cs along the
direction of IA in the sense that the structures on both sides of Cs are

mirror images of each other.

IstSynthesitaLILLIBE

Having done the characterizing DURE, we are now able to

formalize the synthesis of DURE. The processor assignment is

actually already specified by theorem 2, which implies the vector 1.1. can
be always served as the projection vector, while the UHP is the processor
space. It is the scheduling function that needs to be classified
according to the different r.

Fig 3.7 illustrates the DG structures for different case of r The
corresponding scheduling functions can be correspondingly constructed
as follows.

1) r>1. As mentioned in section 3.2, a MRA scheme can be
adopted. UHPs are served as the timing hyperplane, and Cs is the time
reference.

2) r=1. No corresponding DURE exists, since r=l+aTIA.= 1

implies aTp.=0, which contradicts the assumption aTi.t*0 in the
definition of DURE.
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3) r=0. The DG structure is as shown in Fig 14(b). The end points
of any dependency vectors stay on Cs. It can shown that D in such case
is itself singular, and a pipelining technique similar to [6][32] can be
adopted to convert the DURE to URE.

4) r=-1. The DG structure is shown in Fig 14(c). By theorem 5,such
a DURE can be converted to URE by folding the computation domain

along Cs. The scheduling function thus can be obtained as in
ordinary URE. An application example of such a DURE is Toeplitz
matrix factorization and will be illustrated in chapter 4.

5) r<-1. The DG structure is shown in Fig 14(d). The general

strategy is first to fold along Cs to convert it to the DURE of type 1 and

then apply corresponding manipulations.

The systematic synthesis for DURE is thus formulated as
follows. The algorithm is assumed to have been already
specified.

Sten 1. Find the affine dependency 8(p)=Dp+d, and factor D-I
into form

D-I=gaT (3.21)

Step 2. Draw the UHP Cs which is specified as

cird
aTp=C3a

Sten 3. Compute r according to

(3.23)

r=l+aTIA. (3.22)

(a) r>1. Adopt MRA scheme, r is the clock (or computation speed)
ratio between variables. UHPs are the timing hyperplane, Cs is the time
reference. Continue to step 4.

(b) r=0. Adopt pipelining method as in [6][32].
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(c) r=-1. Convert DURE to URE by folding along Cs Adopt any

convenient URE design method.
(d)r<-1. Convert it into a DURE of type (a) by folding along Cs.

Adjust r value. Continue to step 4.

5ten 4. Project DG onto Cs along the direction of g.

Fig 14. Different DG structure of DURE.
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CHAPTER 4

APPLICATION EXAMPLES OF DURE

In chapter 3, we have given a method for the synthesis of DURE.
In this chapter, we'll illustrate the synthesis of DURE by two examples
in signal processing applications. Section 4.1 gives the MRA solution to
the digital decimation filter which is often used in telecommunication
for code conversion. Section 4.2 gives the MRA solution for Toeplitz
matrix decomposition.

1112ecimailwa 1ter

In telecommunication, it is often desired to convert one digital
code form to another. When a over-sampled signal needs to be converted
to a form with lower sampling frequency, a decimation devices is
needed. Fig 15 is the block diagram for the decimation filter, where

the box h(n) serves as an anti-aliasing filter. The relationship between
x(n) and y(m) is

y(i). h(j)x(Mi j): h(j)x(Mi (4.1)
j=-N

SYSTTOLIC ARRAY SOLUTION

Assume h(j) =0 only in [0,N]. Converting it to a SAC form we get:

y(i,j)=h(i,j)x(Mi-j)+y(i,j-1)

y(i3O)=0

h(i,j)=h(i- 1,j )

(4.2)



x (n) h (n)
(n)

Fig 15. Decimation Filter.

1PE4,

PE3
A t

PE21

A t.

:( (even)

Note: h resides in ?Es

Fig 16. Systolic Array for decimation filter.

y (n)
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The desired output is stored in y(i,N). The initial DG is given in
Fig 10.

For the systolic array design, treat the above as URE and
pipeline x along the lines Mi-j = C. The resulting array is resulted
as shown by Fig 16 (M=2). Such a systolic array needs M path for x.
Obviously, such a solution is not practical, since, as M increases the
number of buses and I/O paths for x increases.

MRA SOLUTION

For multi-rate implementation examine x(i) at i =il= constant and
obtain the ARE. The dependency graph for 6, (p) is illustrated in
Figure 17(a) with the following ARE:

y(i,j) = y(i,j-1) + x(2i-j,j)h(i,j)

x(i,j) = x(i,j-1)

h(i,j) = h(i-1,j)

Following the procedure outlined in chapter 3, we have,

Step 1. The affine dependency is

8xY(P) 10 1 j DP

D I [

]1

o
[1 -1] =-110ET

Step 2. Compute r as

r=1 +aTil=2 >1

(4.13)

According to chapter 3, a MRA can be adopted. But before going
further, we first apply the following transformation,



-1]
M-0 1 j;

m_i.[1 1

0 1

The ARE after the transformation could be obtained as:

y(i,j) = y(i +1j-1) + x(2i,j)h(i,j)

x(i,j) = x(i+1,j-1)
h(i,j) = h(i-1,j)
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(4.4)

The directions of the dependency arcs does not allow us to use the
timing function ty(i,j) = i. But notice, since the dependency Syy is an
addition operation and 8. is a propagation operation, the direction of the

dependency arcs for both variables can be reversed using associative
property.

Step 3. Obtain scheduling function. In the DG in Fig 17(a), the UHPs can
be observed directly by inspection. They are UHPs i =C. The Cs plane is

just the j axis. The timing function is thus obtained as,

ty(i,j) =

t.(2i,j) = i, or tx(1,j) =
i

Here operation of x is twice as fast as y (M=2).

Step 4. It is still obtained by inspection that g is [1,0]. Thus, the DG should
be projected along

The resulting array structure and its snapshots are shown in
Figure 17(b).
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4 I

3 4

/0, x0 y1. x1 y2. x2 !3. x3 ya, <a y5, x5 y6, x6 i7 <7

(a) Modified DG for decimation filter.
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0

ti 4j
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PE=

0
v x 3
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x2
E 1

(b) MRA structure.
=0 9

Fig 17. MRA for decimation filter.
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Problem Specification
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[Toeplitz Matrix Factorization] For a Toeplitz matrix R with r(i,j) =
t( 1 i-j 1 ), or

R=

to tj
ti to

to -1

to -1

tn_2

to ti
tn_2 ti to

(4.5)

find a lower-triangular matrix Y with one on the diagonal and an
upper-triangular matrix X such that

where

YR=X (4.6)

Y=

1

Y21

Y31

1

Y32 1

Ynl Yn2 Yn.n-1 1_

Alzorithm formulatiou

, X=

X11 x12 xln
x22 x2n

xim

Details of the derivation of the SRE for the above problem are
avoided here. The final SRE is found to be



z(i) = - w(i-1,i)/x(i-1,j-1)

y(lj) = z(i)y(i-1,i-j)+y(i-1,j-1)

x(ij) = z(i)w(i-1,j) + x(i-1,j-1)
w(i,j) = z(i)x(i-1j-1) + w(i -1j) j>i

x(1,j) t(j-1) j >_1

w(1j) = t(j-1) j>1

y(1,1)=1
y(i3O) = 0 for all i.
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(4.7)

Here array variable z and w are temporary variables used to hold
immediate results. The computation domains for x,y and w are shown in
Fig 18.

DURE DESIGN

SRE (4.18) is a DURE since the dependency Syy(p) is

8yy(P)=[11 4-01

0
2 2 4 5 6 7

2

3

4

5

6

7

Fig 18 Computation Domains of Toeplitz Matrix.

(4.8)
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But carefully examine (4.7), we can find that the whole SRE
can be split into two separate parts -- the computation of array variable

x and w in the upper part and the computation of array variable y in
the lower part. The computation of x and w does not require any result
from that of y, while computation of y depends on x and w via the
variable z. Thus we got two sub SREs as follows.

SRE 1:

z(i).-w(i-1,i)lx(i-1,i-1)
x(i,j)=x(i-1,j-1)+z(i)w(i-1,j)

w(i, 1,j)

x(1 ,j)= t(j -1), w(1,j)=t(j-1),
x Cx, E Cw

SRE 2:

y(i,j)=z(i)y(i-1,j-1)+y(i-1j-1)

with
y(1,1) =1; y(i3O)=0;
y Cy, z(i) is an input array variable.

(4.9)

(4.10)

Consequently, we could design the array processor architecture
separately, one for SRE 1 and one for SRE 2.

UPPER PART DESIGN

Notice SRE 1 is an URE and can be easily designed by using
conventional approach. Here, we only give some special consideration for
this particular problem.
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From Fig 19(a), it is noticed that although the x values required by
z are on the boundary, those w values required by z are not. Moreover,

Their correponding dependency arcs from w to z on the boundary are
different from those arcs originating from w in the interior part of the
computation domain. These two facts means that we need to give a
different design for the node on the boundary, which is not desirable.

Such a problem can be avoided by shifting Cw along j axis by one

position, i.e., to apply the following transformation,

Mw(p)=p40,-1], Mw-1(P)=p+[0, 1]

SRE 1 is thus changed to

z(i)-+--w(i- 1,j- 1)/x(i-1 j- 1)

x(i ,j).z(i)w(i-1,j- 1)+x(i- 1 j-1)

w(i j). z(i)x(i-1,j )+w(i- 1,j )

(4.11)

Further localizing the propagation of z variable, we have a DG as
shown in Fig 19(b). It is seen that the w values required by z are on the
boundary and the dependency arcs are the same throughout the entire
domain. A final array structure in Fig 19(c) is obtained by choosing
s41,01T or s=[1,1]T.

LOWER PART DESIGN

To deal with SRE 2, which is a DURE, follow the procedure
outlined in chapter 3. The DG is shown in Fig 11.

Step 1. Notice the affine dependency is

1 +riol
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Fig 19. DG and Array Structures for Upper Part of Toeplitz Matrix.



D-I= [ [1, -2]=1.taT

Step 2. Find UHP Cs.

Cg=s=-(wt =
1

. 1
Cs:aTp=--

1
,or 1-j=--2

step 3, Compute r.
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(4.12)

(4.13)

r=1 +aTI.L=-1. (4.14)

which suggests to convert DURE into a URE. We first transform
SRE 2 to a DURE with D in diagonal form by the following
transformation.

to

Now

=1-
1 01 0

Y L-1 2] L0.5 a5

Applying the above diagonal transformation, SRE 2 is transformed

y(ij)=y(i-1,j-1)+z(i)y(i-1,-j+1) (4.15)

y(1,1)=0; y eCy

J1 0 1
D-I=

0
= ° [0, -2]L0 1] 0 2 1



arrd
Cs---T = -1,a 11

Cs: aTp=-1, or j=2;

The new DG is shown in Fig 20.
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(4.16)

Now we name y on the left side of Cs as v and fold the computation
domain along Cs Equation (4.15) is changed to

y(i,j)=v(i-1,j-1)+z(i)v(i-1,-j+1), j=1

y(ij)=y(i-1,-j-1)+z(i)v(i-1,-j+1), j>1

v(i,j)=v(i-1,j-1)+z(i)y(i-1,-j+1)

The folding transformation My is,

Mv: (i,j)--->(i, 1-j)

SRE 2 after folding is

y(i,j)=v(i-1,-j+2)+z(i)v(i-1 j)

=v(i-1 j)+z(i)v(i-1,j) j=1,
y(i,j)=y(i-1j)+z(i)v(i-1,j) j>1;

v(i,j)=v(i-1,j+1)+z(i)y(i-1,j)

(4.17)

(4.18)

The above equations are a SURE and its DG is shown in Fig 20.
Two designs are obtained from such a SURE.

Design (a). Design (a) is obtained directly from the DG. The
dependency structure can be viewed as uniform except on the boundary
j=1. From (4.18), we can see that on the boundary j=1, the second term for
y(i,j) is v(i-1, j) while at other nodes it is y(i-1,j-1). This can be made
virtually uniform with other nodes by connecting the arc ev and e on
the boundary as shown.



1 j

5

6

0 5VZ a
(a) DG before folding.

1 2 3 4

_O

6

Z*1

(b) DG after folding.

Fig 20. DG for Lower Part of Toeplitz Matrix.
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Notice the node function for y and v are the same, it is the inter-
PE connections varies with time. This can be accomplished by using
switches. The PE structure when choosing 541,0fr, 1.1.42,-1]T is shown

in Fig 21(a).

Design (b). The second design get rid of the switches by further
transformations on the DG. First shift v by 1 in the j direction and
then rotate the (ij) axis set 45 degree in clockwise direction. The

final SRE is transformed as follows.

y(i,j)=v(i-1,j)+z(i+j)v(i-1j); j=i+1

y(i,j)=y(i,j-1)+z(i+j)v(i-1,j); j?_i+1

v(i ,D=v(i-1,j)+ z(i+j)y(i j-1);

Choosing 1141,11r, 542,11T, we get the array structure as shown
in Fig 21(b).
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V

F

Design (a) of Lower Part.

V V V
v(v z y)

V V V
fy( E, V)

Design (b) of Lower Part.

Fig 21. Final Array Structure for the Lower Part.
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APPENDIX

PROOFS OF SOME THEOREMS

This appendix gives the formal proofs to those lemma and
theorems in chapter 3. Figures are refereed to chapter 3.

[Lemma 4] For DURE, there exists an UHP in its DG such that T is
parallel to this UHP.

[Proof] Assume such an UHP exists and its corresponding equation is

aTp =Cs

If we can get a determined value for Cs , then such a plane does

exist and the lemma is proved.

From (3.8) in Lemma 1. T's on this UHP is

T=p.aTp+d=p.Cs +d

From the assumption, T is parallel to UHPs,

cirT=0

or
( a T )C a Td 0
( ) C aT d

From the definition of DURE, scalar aTµ is nonzero.

aTd

[Q.E.D]

(A.1)

(A.2)
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[Theorem 4] For any dependency vector form node p on UHP aTp=Cs+Ci,

their end points lie on an UHP defined as

aTp=Cs+rCi ;

where r=l+aTA is an integer constant.

[Proof] The end points of dependency vectors from Ci is

S(p) = Dp+d
= (I+IlaT)p+d

= pitaTp+d

Multiply both sides by aT, we have

From (A.2),

aTo(p) arrp+aTii.aTp+ed
= (Cs+Cd+ocTg(Cs+Cd+aTd

= Cs+(l+aTp,)Ci+(aTgCs+aTd)

aTd
Cs =-

(A.4) becomes

aTS(p) = Cs+(l+aTOCi
= Cs+rCi

that is, 8(p) is located at the UHP defined by

aTp = Cs+rCi

where

(A.3)

(A.4)



r = 1+aTI.L

[Q.E.D]
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[Theorem 5]. The DG for DURE is symmetrical around Cs along the
direction of 11 such that the structures on both sides of Cs are mirror
images of each other.

[Proof]. Refer to Fig 13. First we can obtain the mirror transformation
as follows.

Suppose p is any point on -Ci. Let p1 be its image, p0 be their
projection on Cs. From Fig 13, we have

P-Po=Po-P1 =x1-1

where x to be determined. Also from assumption,

aTp=cs_ci

aTp0=Cs

or
aT(p_p0)=_ci

From (A.5),

aT(p-p0)=aT(x0=x(aT1.1)

Combining (A.6) and (A.7), we have

x(aTp.1)=-Ci

Since aTp.* 0,

Ci cs-aTp
x=-00w1=- __T

(A.5)

(A.6)

(A.7)

(A.8)

(A.9)



Thus from (3.25),

Cs- aTp
Po=1:)-41'1)+

Combining these results, we have

Cs-aTp
P1=2130-P=P+2 aTµ g

Thus, the image transformation M(p) for point p is defined as
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(A.10)

Cs-aTp
M(p) =p +2 0(1.11 g (A.11)

Suppose the dependency vector T(p) at p ends at q, vector T(p1) at
p1 ends at q1, where p1 is the image of p. We have only to show that the
image of q coincident with q1, i.e, M(q) =q1.

From(A.11),

C -aTp
qi=Dpi+d=D[p+2--,e/Tp.]+d

q=Dp+d

Cs-aTq
M(q)=q+2a-7--4

(A.12)

Since q is an end point of dependency vector from -Ci, we know

from lemma 3,

or

aTq=Cs+rCi

Cs-aTq=rCi=r(Cs-aTp)

r(Cs-aTp)
M(q)=q+2---$3-1c

(A.13)

(A.14)



Notice

r(Cs-aTp)
= (Dp +d) +2- aTp.

C.-aTp
=Dp+2--7,---rg+da 11

M(q) can be simplified as

Cs-aTp
M(q)=Dp+2c-jrDp.-i-d

C Tp
=D[p+2tle 17-1.1] +d

[Q.E.D]
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